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Be Merry Tag Garland Tutorial 
 

Designed by Maria Cole 
	  
Supplies & Tools 
 
12” x 12” Paper: 
(2) 12 Days of Christmas Swans A Swimming 
(3) 12 Days of Christmas Joyeaux Noel 
(2) 12 Days of Christmas Golden Rings 
(2) 12 Days of Christmas Christmas Rose 
12 Days of Christmas My True Love 
12 Days of Christmas Drummers Drumming 
12 Days of Christmas Turtle Doves 
12 Days of Christmas Calling Birds 
 
Embellishments: 
Graphic 45 Regular Tag Album 
Graphic 45 Alphabet Stickers 
Spellbinders Labels Eight die 
Spellbinders Decorative Labels Eight die 
Petaloo Mixed Blossoms – Antique Green 
Petaloo Mixed Blossoms – Antique Red 
May Arts ribbon – (12) 12” cream silk ribbon 
May Arts ribbon – 5’ feet gold ribbon 
Donna Salazar Fairy Dust Glitter – Mixed 
Berries 
Tim Holtz Idea-ology jump rings 
 (12) crystal pendants 
 
 

	  

 
 
Basics: 
Xyron Glue Stick 
Wet adhesive 
Foam dots 
Detail scissors 
Paper trimmer 
Ruler  
Iced Spruce Distress In	  

	  
	  
	  

Overall note: Ink edges with Iced Spruce Distress Ink before adhering. 
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Be Merry Tag Garland	  

	  
Step 1. Take one of your tags and use it as a pattern to 
trace (8) upside down tags onto the green side of your 
Swans A Swimming paper. You can fit 6 shapes on one 
sheet and 2 shapes on the other. Cut out tags and apply 
a hole punch or small circle punch. 

	  
	  

Step 2. Locate your (3) Joyeaux Noel papers, border 
side up. Trim off the border that has the roses in it. 
With this flower border, cut (3) 3 7/8” long strips. Flip 
the bottom scrap over to reveal the red pattern; trace 
(3) tag shapes per sheet. You will only need (8) tag 
shapes; cut these out and punch holes. 

 
 

	  

Step 3. Take both sheets of your Golden Rings paper, 
gold side up, and cut (8) 4” x 6” pieces. Then, use a die 
cutting machine to cut out the second largest shape 
from the Spellbinders Decorative Labels Eight die. Do 
this for all 8 pieces. 

	  
	  

Step 4. Take both sheets of your Christmas Rose paper, 
red side up, and cut (8) 3.5” x 5” pieces. Use a die 
cutting machine to cut the third largest shape from the 
Spellbinders Labels Eight die. Do this for all 8 pieces. 

	  
	  

Step 5. Take your My True Love paper, Christmas 
carol side up, and cut (8) 3” x 4” pieces. Use a die 
cutting machine to cut the third largest shape from the 
Spellbinders Decorative Labels Eight die. Do this for all 
8 pieces. 
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Be Merry Tag Garland 

	  
Step 6. Take your Drummers Drumming paper, stripe 
side up, and cut (8) 2.5” x 3.5” pieces. Use a die cutting 
machine to cut the second smallest shape from the 
Spellbinders Labels Eight die onto each piece. Do this 
for all 8 pieces. 

 
 

 
Step 7. Take your My True Love die cut pieces and 
apply some Xyron glue and glitter to the outside edges, 
such as Donna Salazar’s Fairy Dust glitter in Mixed 
Berries. 

 
 

Step 8. Adhere (6) green tag patterns to all (6) of your 
tags. Adhere (6) red tag patterns to the back of your 
tags. With your remaining green and red tags, glue 
them together so you have (2) additional tags. Adhere 
all the flower borders to the top of your tags, then 
punch a small hole in the upper left and right corners. 
Arrange all the layering pieces for each of your (8) 
tags per photo, but do not adhere yet. 

 
 

 
Step 9. Gather all of your Petaloo flowers; if you don’t 
have these exact ones, you can use similar ones. 
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Be Merry Tag Garland 

 
Step 10. Fussy cut the following images from your 
Calling Birds paper. 

 
 
 

Step 11. Fussy cut the following images from your 
Turtle Doves paper. 

 
 

Step 12. For Tag #1, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. Attach 
red paper with foam dots. Attach Christmas carol 
paper with foam dots. Adhere red stripe paper. Attach 
the letter “B” from your Graphic 45 Alphabet Stickers. 
Adhere Petaloo flowers, then bird. 

 
 
 

Step 13. For Tag #2, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. Attach 
red paper with foam dots. Attach Christmas carol 
paper with foam dots. Adhere red stripe paper. Attach 
the letter “E” from your Graphic 45 Alphabet Stickers. 
Adhere Petaloo flowers, then bird. 
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Be Merry Tag Garland	  

 
Step 14. For Tag #3, adhere fussy cut flowers. Attach 
turtledoves with foam dots. 

 
 

Step 15. For Tag #4, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. Attach 
red paper with foam dots, then adhere pear. Attach 
Christmas carol paper with foam dots. Adhere red 
stripe paper. Attach the letter “M” from your Graphic 
45 Alphabet Stickers. Adhere Petaloo flowers. 

 

Step 16. For Tag #5, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. Attach 
red paper with foam dots. Attach Christmas carol 
paper with foam dots. Adhere red stripe paper. Attach 
the letter “E” from your Graphic 45 Alphabet Stickers. 
Adhere Petaloo flowers, then bird. 

 
 

Step 17. For Tag #6, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. Attach 
red paper with foam dots. Attach Christmas carol 
paper with foam dots. Adhere red stripe paper. Attach 
the letter “R” from your Graphic 45 Alphabet Stickers. 
Adhere Petaloo flowers, then hen. 
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Be Merry Tag Garland	  

 
Step 18. For Tag #7, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere some fussy cut 
flowers under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. 
Attach red paper with foam dots. Attach Christmas 
carol paper with foam dots. Adhere red stripe paper. 
Attach the letter “R” from your Graphic 45 Alphabet 
Stickers. Adhere Petaloo flowers, then bird. 

 
 

Step 19. For Tag #8, adhere some fussy cut flowers 
under your yellow paper. Adhere yellow paper. Attach 
red paper with foam dots. Attach Christmas carol 
paper with foam dots. Adhere red stripe paper, then 
pears. Attach the letter “&” from your Graphic 45 
Alphabet Stickers. Adhere Petaloo flowers. 

 

Step 20. Tie a bow through the bottom of each tag 
using your (12) pieces of 12” long ribbon. Attach 
crystal pendants using jump rings. Take your 5’ of gold 
ribbon and thread it through the holes you punched in 
each tag. 

 
 

 
 
 

	  


